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NB: The polygons shown on the difference model maps (Plate 1) that are also used to calculate the
volume change in beach material, have been altered since the 2008 BMP report. The number of
polygons has been reduced, and the new polygons have been re-digitised and enlarged. All changes
have been back-dated to the start of the monitoring project in 2003, and all tables updated accordingly.
Additionally, the number of analysis sections has been reduced.
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Summary
Shingle beaches provide a vital element of the flood and coastal erosion defences
along the Survey Unit 4cSU17 frontage. The monitoring and management of this asset
is therefore crucial to the successful and sustainable delivery of flood and coastal
erosion protection.
The condition and performance of different beach sections are currently monitored
through the Strategic Regional Coastal Monitoring Programme. This report evaluates
changes along the coastline over the period 2012-2013. The key findings are listed
below;
•

During the 2012/13 reporting period Winchelsea beach lost 16,873m3. The most
northern and most southern sections lost material, with the largest loss within
Section 4, adjacent to Rye Harbour. This is despite this section being the
extraction site for the beach recycling within the unit. The losses were not within
the extraction site.

•

Section 1, the most southern section, lost 14,549m3 even though it received
4,000m3 of recycled material.

•

The central section’s (2 and 3) individually gained in the region of 7,000m3 with
accretion focussed along the main berm. Section 2 received approximately
26,000m3 of recycled beach material.

•

The large losses within Section 4 are attributed to the losses in Polygons 19 and
20 as they have a combined loss of -33,596m3 during the 2012/13 reporting
period. The worst erosion shows 20m retreat of the beach face. The losses
during 2011/12 are also very high, in the region of 23,000m3 but prior to that
there have not been large losses in Polygon 20, and the change in trend is rather
unaccounted for.

•

Annual beach recycling moved approximately 29,900m3 from Nook Point to Cliff
End and between ramps 3 and 7.

•

There were no storms exceeding the threshold in this reporting year although
several came close during the autumn and winter months.

It is important to recognise the potential inconsistency in short-term trends. As with
many coastal areas a lot of annual variability is expected, thus drawing conclusions with
increased confidence will become possible as more data is collected, with regard to
annual losses, net sediment drift and erosion/accretion trends in section sub-units.
Scheduled future monitoring includes profile surveys in Autumn 2013 and Spring 2014,
and in addition post-storm surveys may be carried out if any event is deemed to have
significantly affected the frontage. An interim report will be issued on completion of the
spring profile survey, with the next BMP report scheduled to be issued after completion
of the Summer 2014 beach plan survey. All historic monitoring data is accessible online
(www.channelcoast.org), and future surveys will be available after satisfying quality
assurance procedures.
v
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1.0 Introduction
As part of the strategic regional coastal monitoring project, the beach has been
surveyed three times a year since the summer of 2003, using land based GPS
techniques. These consist of bi-annual profile surveys and a complete beach plan
survey every year, full details of which can be found in the explanatory notes (Annex A).
In addition to this, bathymetric surveys of the adjacent seabed were conducted in 2004
and 2006, and a network of tide and wave gauges has been set up in the southeast
region. The location of the frontage is shown in Figure 1.1 and also includes the nearest
wave buoy and tide gauge.
This report covers the changes in beach topography between the 2012 Beach
Management Plan (BMP) survey and the 2013 BMP survey.

1.1 Coastal Processes
Winchelsea survey unit stretches from Cliff End to Rye Harbour Arm, running in a
southwest to northeast direction. The frontage, approximately 7.9km in length is divided
into two sections for management purposes, Cliff End to Winchelsea Beach and
Winchelsea Beach to Nook Point.
Since 2,000 BP, the area of coastline covered by 4cSU17 has been ‘breaking down’
due to a diminishing supply of shingle entering the system. This has resulted in rollback,
periodic inundation and subsequent cannibalisation of the more landward ridges.
Anthropogenic modifications have affected the development of this area, and they are
believed to have commenced at least as far back as the 8th century with the
impoundment of the marshes (Beachy Head to South Foreland Management Plan,
2010).
Since the 14th century coastal evolution has been one of accretion for the western Rye
area. Successive ridges have been formed in a more progressively south-facing
alignment, resulting in a fan-like ridge complex (Halcrow, 2000a). However, the shingle
beach experienced significant cut back between 1872 and 1950 (up to 200m
immediately down drift of Cliff End), possibly partly due to the defence works updrift at
Hastings.
The western half of 4cSU17, from Cliff End to Winchelsea Beach, is characterised by a
shingle ridge, held artificially in place with the aid of groynes and the sea wall. It fronts
a large area of low-lying land (mainly Holocene alluvium deposits) which is at risk from
tidal inundation. The main sea defences for this area consist of a concrete seawall,
which runs along the entire stretch of Winchelsea Beach, fronted by a concrete
revetment and timber groynes placed at 30-50m intervals. Overall the shingle frontage
is supplemented by low volumes of fine sediment released from the cliffs between
Fairlight and Cliff End.
From Winchelsea Beach to Rye Harbour a shingle barrier beach dominates the coast.
The barrier overlies Holocene and Quaternary sands and silts and fronts vegetated
shingle habitats. This section of coastline forms part of the Dungeness candidate SAC,
and is of international importance for its annual and perennial vegetation. These
habitats are in principle re-creatable but the size of the vegetated shingle complex
1
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means that recreation of the whole feature could not be achieved in practice, so it
should be treated as not re-creatable. Its loss within the study area would be significant.
Alongshore transport is interrupted by the Rye terminal groyne (constructed to prevent
the sedimentation of the River Rother). This has resulted in a significant build-up of
beach material. Between 1930 and 1960 there was a seaward advance of c.150m,
relative to the Camber Sands shoreline east of the river. Currently the shoreline is
displaced by approximately 0.5km either side of the River Rother inlet, and there has
been a reduction in sediment transport to the east. However, it is thought that sand is
able to bypass the groyne, explaining the sandy beaches at Jury’s Gap and Camber
Sands.
Using a tidal flow model to assess potential sediment transport, Halcrow (2000) found
that the sub-tidal sediment flux between Cliff End and Rye increases to the east.
Modeling showed that the net annual alongshore shingle transport rate, between Cliff
End and Rye Harbour, is in the region of 20,000 to 25,000m3/a and in an eastwards
direction.

1.2 Defence & Management
The main strategy for this area is Hold the Line, hence the new groynes. However the
central region will remain undefended, and left to form a natural profile which should
develop naturally in response to wave actions
Recent coastal defence work has resulted in no BMP report being written prior to 2009.
The capital scheme has provided a 200-year standard of protection for the frontage.
The main changes within the scheme are the construction of groynes at Cliff End and
Winchelsea Beach, shingle recharge, and the construction of the secondary defence
flood bund and a gabion wall to protect Haul Road, running from Nook Point to
Winchelsea Beach. The recycling works are scheduled to continue annually, during the
autumn and winter as required.

2
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This map is based upon Ordnance Survey material with
the permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of the
Controller of Her Majesty's Stationery Office © Crown
copyright.
Unauthorised reproduction infringes Crown copyright
and may lead to prosecution or civil proceedings.
(Canterbury City Council) (100019614) (2013).

Figure 1.1: Site Location and Wave/Tide Gauges
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2.0 Design conditions
The beach at 4cSU17 is heavily managed, with material moved from Nook Point
westwards during the winter as part of a regular programme of maintenance. The beach
is designed to a 1:200 year defence standard, but this requires a minimum crest width
and beach slope.

3.0 Surveys
All topographic and bathymetric surveys are referenced to a Global Positioning System
(GPS) control grid, established for this programme, and conducted according to the
current Environment Agency’s National Specification, summarised in the Explanatory
Notes (Annex A).

3.1

Bathymetric Surveys

The schedule of surveys since the start of the Regional Monitoring Programme is given
in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Schedule of Bathymetric Surveys

4cSU17
Date

Line Spacing

Distance Offshore

24/10/2004

50m

1,000m

19/07/2006

50m

1,000m

Winter 2013/14

Multi-beam

1,000m
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3.2

Topographic Surveys

The schedule of completed surveys since the start of the Regional Monitoring
Programme is given in Table 3.2. Digital Ground Models (DGMs) of the 2013 BMP
topographic survey are shown in Annex B superimposed upon the ortho-rectified aerial
photographs of 2012. The method used for deriving Digital Ground Models is given in
the Explanatory Notes (Annex A).

4cSU17
(SRCMP
Phase 3)

MU18 (SRCMP Phase 2)

MU12 – 13 (SRCMP Phase 1)

Table 3.2: Schedule of Topographic Surveys
Profile

Beach Plan

15-24/10/2003
08-09/11/2003
25/03/2004
18-29/10/2004
18-29/10/2004
20-27/04/2005
02/06/2005 & 23/09/2005
13/10/2005
29/03/2006 & 14/05/2006
08-29/06/2006
10-11/09/2006

15-24/10/2003

Post-storm

18-29/10/2004

02/06/2005 & 23/09/2005

08-29/06/2006
11-12/12/2006

01-02/04/2007
14/05/2007
01/10/2007
06/02/2008
10/10/2008
16/12/2008
12/03/2009
08/07/2009
08/09/2009 (In survey)
09/10/2009

14/05/2007

10/10/2008

08/07/2009
08/09/2009 (In survey)
26/11/2009

03/02/2010
27/04/2010 (Out survey)
01/08/2010
27/10/2010
07/02/2011
18/06/2011
26/10/2011
02/02/2012 (In survey)
12/03/2012
04/04/2012 (Out survey)
06/07/2012
19/09/2012
29/04/2013
09/08/2013

27/04/2010 (Out survey)
01/08/2010

18/06/2011
02/02/2012 (In survey)
04/04/2012 (Out survey)
06/07/2012

09/08/2013
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4.0 Beach Management Operations
As part of the ongoing maintenance of 4cSU17 by the Environment Agency, recycling
has used material from the sediment sink at Nook Point, where a total of 91,433m3 has
been extracted during October 2010 & March 2013 (Table 4.1).
The bulk of the recycling was placed between Ramps 3 & 7 (in Polygons 7 & 8) to
combat storm scour and assist natural sediment transport. In addition, a small volume
was returned to Cliff End to provide an updrift feed to the frontage.
Table 4.1: Recycling works in 4cSU17 (2009-2013) (Based on data from Halcrow)

Volume (m3)

Date

Ramp 7

6,100

Oct 2010 –
Nov 2010

Nook Point

Ramps 5 to 7
Cliff End
groynes C1 –
C5
Cliff End
groynes C29 –
C33

6,800

Nov 2010

Nook Point

7,500

Nov 2010 –
Dec 2010

Nook Point

10,600

Dec 2010

Nook Point

Ramps 3 to 7

17,000

Feb 2011 –
Mar 2011

Nook Point

Ramps 3 to 7

10,000

Mar 2012

Nook Point

Cliff End

3,500

Mar 2012

Nook Point

Ramps 3 to 7

25,921

Mar 2013

Nook Point

Cliff End

4,012

Mar 2013

Nook Point

TOTAL

91,433

Location

Source

6

Reason
Localised storm scour
& natural sediment
transport
Localised storm scour
Localised storm scour
& natural sediment
transport
Localised storm scour
& natural sediment
transport
Localised storm scour
& natural sediment
transport
Localised storm scour
& natural sediment
transport
Localised storm scour
& natural sediment
transport
Localised storm
scour & natural
sediment transport
Localised storm
scour & natural
sediment transport
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5.0 Coastal Process Analysis
To aid purposeful analysis the unit has been split into four sections as depicted in
Figure 5.1. These reflect changes in beach configuration and/or the presence of
terminal structures. Table 5.1 provides a summary of volume change within each
between the 2011 and 2013 summer BMP surveys.
This unit contains 173 profiles that are surveyed in conjunction with the annual beach
plan survey. Of these, 41 are designated profiles that are re-surveyed twice a year in
spring and autumn and in the aftermath of major storm events. Detailed analysis for
each section is provided on the following pages.

Table 5.1: 4cSU17 - Summary of Erosion/Accretion for 2011-2013
Polygon

Area
(m²)

1

19,643

129

-2,329

/- 589

965

-4,798

20,564

+

352

-1,093

4

20,403

+

188

-3,872

23,814

+

-361

-3,026

19,429

+

/- 612
/- 617
/- 612
/- 714
/- 583

521

569

/- 1,228

7

40,927

+

5,645

-3,094

8

46,778

+

3,497

1,803

47,072

+

-3,055

4,909

44,209

+

5,434

1,262

40,808

+

2,105

-154

12

47,129

+

3,528

2,779

13

66,810

+

/- 2,004

14,078

8,618

24,973

+

-3,695

863

21,135

+

/- 634

2,125

-1,089

41,052

+

/- 1,232

1,071

130

17

63,142

+

1,303

-818

18

47,886

+

3,940

-387

79,118

+

4,824

-9,722

106,354

+

-20,979

-23,874

9
10
11

14
15
16

19
20
Section
4

+

20,396

6

Section
3

Erosion/Accretion
(2012 to 2013)

3
5

Section
2

Erosion/Accretion
(2011 to 2012)

+

2
Section
1

Error
Estimate*
3
(m )

/- 1,403
/- 1,412
/- 1,326
/- 1,224
/- 1,414
/- 749

/- 1,894
/- 1,437
/- 2,374
/- 3,191

75,321

+

20,243

3,395

22

75,172

+

5,033

1,032

23

78,417

+

1,556

3,212

-191

8,811

48,256

-16,873

21

24

33,048

/- 2,260
/- 2,255
/- 2,353
+

/- 991

Net

* Significant Change is highlighted through shading. (Blue is accretion, red is erosion). Significant
change includes values which exceed the error estimates which are calculated as the survey area is
multiplied by a +/-30mm error margin. Although unlikely, the error of the combined surveys can be up to
double this figure.
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5.1

Beach Profile Analysis
While beach plan surveys provide a more accurate view of morphological
change and beach volume levels, profiles clearly illustrate the changes in beach
cross section. In addition, the 2013 BMP survey beach profiles have been crossreferenced with the other profile surveys carried out over the past year in order to
ensure that the results from the difference models are representative of net
profile change. This then gives an indication of the beach variability over three
time steps in each individual year.
The Cross-Sectional Area (CSA) has been calculated for all beach profiles. This
is calculated as the area of profile above a Master Profile (MP). In general, the
lower boundary of the MP is the transition between the beach face and the
foreshore (i.e. the beach toe). The landward boundary is either the seawall or,
where a hard structure is not present, the landward extent of the stable part of
the beach. The Master Profile is held constant for a given profile line and
therefore the changes in CSA through time can be derived.

5.2

Volumetric Analysis – Difference Models
Now that the 2013 BMP data set has been compiled, it is possible to overlay the
results of the survey with BMP data from 2012. This enables comparative
volumetric analysis to be undertaken to determine change over a given period.
Through the use of three-dimensional ground models and ortho-rectified aerial
photography, it is possible to create a visual interpretation of the volumetric
change that has occurred during each analysis period. This is shown in Plate 1
(1-10), which indicates areas of net erosion or accretion (N.B. a 0.25m difference
in elevation is considered as “no change”) and the location of any
extraction/deposition sites.
Negative values represent erosion that has occurred between 2012 & 2013, and
positive values indicate accretion. Whilst these figures show an overall change in
beach volume within each discrete section, it should be recognised that the data
is based on the BMP survey, which is undertaken once each year. It is therefore
only a snapshot of one moment in time, and the particular dynamics of each
frontage need to be taken into account. This ensures that the information shown
in the difference models represents the net change rather than capturing a
particular extreme variation caused by a large event.

5.2.1 Section 1 (Polygons 1 – 6, Profiles 4c01241A – 4c01266)
Section 1 is the most southern section along the Winchelsea frontage. It is a known
weak spot along the frontage which requires annual recycling of material from Nook
Point within Polygons 1 and 2. During 2012 to 2013 this site received approximately
4,000m3 to increase the beach level and standard of protection. Despite the deposition,
these two polygons lost a total of 7,127m3.
The net loss of Section 1 totalled 14,549m3 with five of six polygons eroding. The
losses are confined to the main crest and the slope. The most erosive polygon (2) lost
4,798m3 which was spread across the whole beach face. The beach has dropped by
0.4m along the slope and retreated approximately 10m at the crest.
21
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Figure 5.2 – Profile 4c01259A

The only accretive polygon within this section gained 569m3 and is located in Polygon
6. This gain is fairly small, with a slight accretion along the crest.

5.2.2 Section 2 (Polygons 7 – 12, Profiles 4c01185 – 4c01240)
Section 2 demonstrated a net gain of 7,505m3, with four of six polygons accreting. The
difference model indicates a significant crest retreat across Polygons 7 and 8, despite
29,933m3 of recycled material deposited in these two polygons. Figure 5.3, Profile
4c01236, shows the cross section through the worst area of erosion in Polygon 7. The
cross section indicates a beach crest retreat of 5m and 2.5m along the slope.

Figure 5.3 – Profile 4c01236

22
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Further north, still within Polygon 8, the dominant behaviour reverses and the beach
indicates high levels of accretion along the crest. The largest single gain (4,909m3) lies
within Polygon 9, represented in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4 – Profile 4c01219

In addition Polygons 10 to 12 have increased activity on the lower beach and foreshore
in comparison with the rest of the section.

5.2.3 Section 3 (Polygons 13 – 18, Profiles 4c01135 – 4c01183)
Moving north, Section 3 consists of six polygons; half the polygons lost and half gained
material producing a net gain of 7,317m3. The largest single gain is located in Polygon
13 which accumulated 8,618m3 of beach across the main crest and slope; Figure 5.5.
With the exception of Polygon 13 the rest of the section experienced fairly low net
changes.
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Figure 5.5 – Profile 4c01180

5.2.4 Section 4 (Polygons 19 – 24, Profiles 4c01061 – 4c01133)
At the most northern section of Winchelsea beach there is a natural accumulation of
material which gets trapped against Rye Harbour arm. During 2012/13 approximately
12,023m3 accumulated as seen along profile 4c01061 where the beach has advanced
seaward by 15m (Figure 5.6). Despite this, the net change of the section was 17,146m3, of which 33,596m3 is attributed to Polygons 19 and 20. During 2011/12
Polygon 20 lost nearly 21,000m3 and during 2010/11 lost a further 6,157m3, however
prior to this the section was accretive and it is not fully understood what has caused
these recent losses.
The 500m stretch of beach in Polygon 20 has experienced up to 20m of beach retreat
in places, as seen in Figure 5.7. To the north, Polygon 21 shows where the beach has
gained material along the main slope (Figure 5.8), as well as emphasising a 0.8m drop
in foreshore levels. The beach gradient has steepened from a 1:30 to 1:20 at the
bottom of the beach.

24
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Figure 5.6 – Profile 4c01061

Figure 5.7 – Profile 4c01106

25
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Figure 5.8 – Profile 4c01092

5.4

Bathymetric data analysis

Due to unforeseen circumstances the bathymetric survey for this area has been
retendered. Bathymetric analysis will be included in a future BMP report.

5.5 Changes in Mean High Water Mark
The Mean High Water mark at Winchelsea is +2.9m OD. The MHW contour has been
cut out of the Digital Ground Models for 2004 (the first dataset) and 2013 (the current
dataset) and compared in Plate 3; shown below. In general, the MHW mark has moved
seaward. This is most evident where groynes have been constructed since 2003, for
example at Cliff End and Winchelsea Beach. However, because this management unit
is so intensively managed, it is not possible to differentiate between natural and
anthropogenic change.
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6.0 Long-Term Summary
Since the main capital works ended in 2008, 4cSU17 has gained 61,873m3 of beach
material. Table 6.1 illustrates the changing patterns of accretion and erosion for each
polygon since 2008, and includes any recharge and recycling that took place.
In 2008/09, 4cSU17 lost 421m3 of sediment. This loss includes the recycling of
45,520m3 of beach material, which affects individual polygons, but not net change. This
suggests that, for this year at least, the aim of the annual recycling operation (to
maintain the status quo) was achieved. During 2009/10 the survey unit has gained
25,355m3 of beach sediment. As no recharge has occurred, and there is a limited
updrift feed, it is likely that this material has moved onshore.
During 2010/11, Winchelsea gained 4,838m3, a smaller gain than the previous year.
This includes the recycling of 48,000m3 of material from Nook Point to Cliff End and
Polygons 8 & 9. As in previous years, the lack of updrift feed suggests that this material
has moved onshore.
2011/12 displayed the largest volumetric gain since the scheme (48,256m3), with all
sections displaying a net gain. Section 3 underwent the largest individual gain of
18,822m3. Recycling from Nook Point to Cliff end attempted to halt the reorientation of
the coastline although significant gains are still tended towards the east of the unit.
Most recently, 2012/13, showed the largest loss since the scheme in 2008. A large
portion of this is attributed to a ~23,000m3 loss in Polygon 20 (Section 4) which saw the
beach slope retreat by 20m, in addition the foreshore dropped by 0.8m in places. The
rest of the beach was relatively stable with low net changes.
Table 6.1: Long-Term Beach Volume Change Summary (2008 - 2013)
3

Section 1

Section 2

Section 3

Section 4

Volume (m )

Polygons
1-6

Polygons
7 - 12

Polygons
13 - 18

Polygons
19 - 24

Net

2008 - 2009

-2,610

7,977

6,615

-12,403

-421

2009 - 2010

-4,350

19,552

616

9,537

25,355

2010 - 2011

9,653

22,503

-2,963

-24,355

4,838

2011 - 2012

1,794

17,154

18,822

10,486

48,256

2012 - 2013

-14,549

7,505

7,317

-17,146

-16,873

Net

-10,062

74,691

30,407

-33,881

61,155

Year
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7.0 Wave Climate
Rye Bay Waverider Buoy - September 2012 to August 2013
Location
OS:
WGS84:

596521E 109474N
Latitude: 50° 51.083' N

Longitude: 00° 47.433' E

Water Depth
~11 m CD

Instrument Type
Datawell Directional Waverider Mk III

Data Quality
Recovery rate (%)

Sample interval

50

30 minutes

Storm Analysis

All times are GMT

Table 7.1: Highest storms during the reporting period, September 2012 to August 2013

7.1
Date/Time

Hs
(m)

Tp
(s)

Tz
(s)

Water
level
*
elevation
(OD)

Tidal
stage
(hours re.
HW)

Tidal
range
(m)

Tidal
surge*
(m)

Max.
surge*
(m)

1.67

HW -1

3.0

-0.03

0.49

o

( )
24-Sep-2012
17:00

3.68

9.1

6.1

221

A storm is defined using the Peaks-overThreshold method (Figure 7.1). Each storm is
then examined in detail, and covers the period
16 hours either side of the storm peak, so as
to include both the build-up and decay of the
storm. This is the procedure recommended by
the CIRIA Beach Management Manual
(second edition) since it covers the build-up
and decay typical of mid-latitude depressions.
The threshold used for Rye Bay is 3.75 m.
This value errs necessarily on the low side
given the short period of deployment

Figure 7.1: Storm definition

*

Tidal information is obtained from the nearest recording tide gauge (the National Network gauge at Dover). The
surge shown is the residual at the time of the highest Hs. The maximum tidal surge is the largest positive surge during
the storm event.
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Summary
There were no storms exceeding the threshold in this reporting year although several came close during
the autumn and winter months. The low data recovery rate is due to the buoy being de-commissioned at
the end of April 2013.

Figure 7.2: Incidence of storms during reporting period (top) and since deployment (bottom)

8.0 Storm Performance of Beach
No post storms were required.

It is important to recognise the potential inconsistency in short-term trends. As with
many coastal areas a lot of annual variability is expected. Thus, drawing conclusions
with increased confidence will become possible as more data is collected, with regard
to annual losses, net sediment drift and erosion/accretion trends in section sub-units.
Scheduled future monitoring includes profile surveys in Autumn 2013 and Spring 2014.
In addition, post-storm surveys may be carried out if any event is deemed to have
significantly affected the frontage. An interim report will be issued on completion of the
spring profile survey, with the next BMP report scheduled to be issued after completion
of the Summer 2014 beach plan survey. All historic monitoring data is accessible online
(www.channelcoast.org), and future surveys will be available after satisfying quality
assurance procedures.
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Profile Location Diagrams
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